Science Curriculum
Adoption

Publishers Considered

McGraw Hill

Amplify Science

Pilot Team Expertise
● Over 150 years of collective experience
● Teachers from various school sites
● General Education and Special Education
teachers
● Teachers from all grade levels 6-8
● Teachers teaching multiple subjects

Let’s start with the ﬁrst set of slides

Important Curriculum Considerations
Science curriculum last adopted over 15 years ago
Previous curriculum design aligned to the Science Content
Standards (1998-2013) and was assessed with the STAR tests.
● New NGSS standards represent a signiﬁcant transition from
former standards and ways of teaching science.
● CAST, California Science Test, is the new state assessment
aligned to NGSS Standards, replacing the STAR test.
● New standards and testing evaluate what students can do
rather than just rote knowledge, so any new program must
incorporate
all 3set
dimensions
Let’s start
with the ﬁrst
of slides of NGSS while also preparing
students for the new testing.
●
●

NGSS Standards
●
●
●
●

●

NGSS= Next Generation Science Standards
Adopted by California in a 2 year process from 2013-2015
What were called “content standards” are now called
“performance expectations”(PEs)
The PEs consist of 3 intertwined dimensions:
○ DCI- Disciplinary Core Ideas
○ SEP- Science and Engineering Practices
○ CCC- Crosscutting Concepts
Recommended curriculum for middle school has switched from
discipline speciﬁc content to the integration of life, physical and
earth sciences at all grade levels.

Evaluation Process
Both publishers were evaluated individually and with the pilot
team multiple times throughout the year. Team members
looked for evidence from each publisher in the following
NGSS-aligned categories:
○ Making Sense of Phenomena and Designing Solutions to
Problems
○ Three Dimensional Learning
○ Building Progressions
○ Alignments with ELA and Mathematics
○ All Standards, All Students
Let’s●start
with the
ﬁrstand
set Evaluation
of slides
Student
Input
●

McGraw Hill Program Overview
Publisher statement: Inspire Science is designed to help spark
students’ curiosity and empower them to ask more questions,
think more critically, and generate innovative ideas. Students bring
solutions to everyday challenges through inquiry-based, hands-on
investigations of real-world phenomena.
Inspire Science 6–8 is built on the 5E instructional framework and
integrates physics, chemistry, earth science, astronomy, and
biology. Students will uncover preconceptions with formative
assessment science probes. Cross-curricular connections are
embedded throughout with quick and easy references to speciﬁc
literacy, math, and engineering skills being reinforced through the
science investigations.
Source: McGraw-Hill Education

McGraw Hill Making Sense of Phenomena and
Designing Solutions to Problems
Positives:
●

●

Some phenomena and
explorations are real world and
meaningful to students
Opened up content questions
○ Discussions
○ Student inquiry

Challenges:
●
●

●

Too many “phenomena” with varied
quality and student interest
Student tasks do not focus on making
sense of phenomena. Phenomenon is
separate from other tasks and no
space for students to return to
phenomena/probes
STEM projects not feasible and these
are only opportunity to “design
solutions”

McGraw Hill Three Dimensional Learning
Positives:
●

●

All three dimensions are
identiﬁed across the program in
the chapter outlines
Three Dimensional thinking
questions throughout chapters

Challenges:
●
●
●

No integration of SEP/CCC/DCI
Assessments were not always
aligned to the three dimensions
Questions on assessments
included key CCC words that
were not mentioned in the text Ex.
“matter” was new vocabulary not
introduced previously in the text

McGraw Hill Building Progressions
Positives:
●
●

Coherent progression within
units
Students were engaged in labs

Challenges:
●
●

●

Very linear- no circling back for
connections
Content goes beyond DCIs and
spends too long on irrelevant
topics
Pilot time frame did not
provide enough time to see an
increase in complexity
throughout the school year

McGraw Hill Alignment with ELA and Mathematics
Positives:
●
●

ELA was completed through
CER writing tasks
ELA was supported throughout
lessons

Challenges:
●
●

●

●

Math was above student level
Math tasks required separate
math instruction in order to
complete science lessons
ELA vocabulary instruction was
weak. Finding online
vocabulary supports was
diﬃcult
No rubrics were included to
support teachers with
evaluating ELA skills

McGraw Hill All Standards, All Students
Positives:
●

●
●

Science probes were good to
get students thinking and solve
misconceptions
Each lesson contains a
real-world related topic
TE provided questions to ask to
guide discussions

Challenges:
●
●
●

●
●
●

Lacked space for student reﬂection and
self-assessment
Limited teaching or practice for students
who are average/below
Extensions are extra research projects
without structure and are not built into
pacing
Lessons not embedded with Universal
Design for Learning (UDL) supports
Videos were not engaging
Virtual labs and PhET simulations did not
work

Amplify Program Overview
Publisher statement: Amplify Science California is a ﬂexible,
blended K–8 science curriculum that addresses 100 percent of
the Next Generation Science Standards for California, and a
signiﬁcant number of the Common Core State Standards for
English Language Arts, Literacy in Science and Technical
Subjects, and Math, as well as the California English Language
Development Standards. Together, the units deliver
three-dimensional instruction across the following disciplines:
Life Science, Earth and Space Science, Physical Science, and
Engineering Design.
Amplify give students multiple opportunities (a.k.a. “at-bats”) to
encounter, explore, and experience a concept. This intentional
cyclical and iterative design mirrors the 5Es, allows teachers the
ﬂexibility to speed up or skip ahead once students have
demonstrated mastery, and empowers students to learn
concepts more deeply than any other program.
Source: Amplify

Amplify Science Making Sense of Phenomena
and Designing Solutions to Problems
Challenges:

Positives:
●

●

●

Phenomena is realistic,
legitimate, and high interest for
middle school students
Engaging videos provide a sense
of direction and hook students in
their roles as “scientists”
Phenomena is built upon
throughout the unit and is pieced
together through the chapters
○ Beneﬁcial for Special
Education

●

●

Only one phenomena was
available for each topic; there
were no alternatives, so if
students don’t connect with
the topic may they lose interest
Lacks CA speciﬁc phenomena

Amplify Science Three Dimensional Learning
Positives:
●
●

●

●

Evidence of CCC/SEPs in every
aspect of the program
Hands-on opportunities
provides students the
opportunity to explore (SEPs)
Investigations are student driven
which leads to peer
collaboration and self-reﬂection
Worked well in a distance
learning environment- students
were able to take the lead in
their learning

Challenges:
●

Challenge with hands-on
activities during distance
learning

Amplify Science Building Progressions
Positives:
●

●
●

●
●

Initial launch unit engaging, fun,
and built skills needed for entire
program
CER based thinking throughout
Each chapter within a unit builds
upon one another and contains
scaﬀolded supports
Units can be taught in any order
Every unit contained color-coded
activities for students in need of
remediation, who are on track, or
in need of extended thinking
tasks

Challenges:
●

●

Units stand alone and have sparse
connections between life, earth,
and physical science topics
Needs more hands-on labs
(provides sorting cards, SIMS)

Amplify Science Alignment with ELA and Mathematics
Positives:
●
●
●

Heavy with ELA reading
passages and writing tasks
Math is incorporated into
science tasks
Observed math tasks
○ 6th: statistics
○ 8th: averages

Challenges:
●

Focus is on overarching
concepts rather than speciﬁc
calculation skills

Amplify Science All Standards, All Students
Positives:
●

●

●

●

Vocabulary activities meet the needs
of all students, including Special
Education
Opportunities for student discussion
and collaboration, including Science
Seminar
Formative assessment in day to day
activities and student work allowed
teacher to tailor instruction and see
progress
Assessments mirror CAST style
questions which require students to
apply knowledge

Challenges:
●
●

Teacher needs to supplement
with videos and labs
Assessments are diﬀerent from
exercises and are diﬃcult for
students who are not
accustomed to this style of
questioning

Pilot Team Overall Assessment
●
●
●

●
●
●

Did not adequately align with the new NGSS standards or
eﬀectively integrate the 3 Dimensions.
Was not designed for NGSS, but rather was adapted from
former STAR standards and curriculum.
Online platform was not suﬃcient to eﬀectively meet the needs
of our teachers or students.
Designed from the ground up based on the requirements of the
NGSS standards, including full integration of the 3 Dimensions
Robust online platform with virtual simulations to help students
visualize diﬃcult concepts.
Fully incorporates Engineering Design/Practices into the units.

Ed Reports Alignment for Amplify Science

Amplify Supports for Special
Populations
English Learners
●
●
●
●
●

●

Vocabulary Glossary in
Spanish and English
Visual Resources (Videos
and Simulations)
Audio Text for Articles and
Assessments
Hands on Activities
Sentence Starters
Discussion Opportunities

Learners Reading and Writing
Below Grade Level
●
●

●
●

Visual Resources (Videos and
Simulations)
Scaﬀolding of
Claim-Evidence-Reasoning
Argument
Audio Text for Articles and
Assessments
Key Concepts for each unit listed

Amplify Supports for Special
Populations
Advanced Learners
●

●

Opportunities to extend
the curriculum and
provide challenges for
students
Sparked curiosity in
students to further
explore on their own

Learners with Special Needs
●
●
●

●

Visual Resources (Videos and
Simulations)
Audio Text for Articles and
Assessments
Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) supports embedded
throughout the program
Vocabulary Supports in the text
and online

Amplify Home Components for Students
●
●
●
●
●
●

Online student investigative notebook
Online access to videos and resources
Vocabulary unit glossary
Family homework experiences provide opportunities to discuss
and engage in science at home
Online access to simulations
Compatible with distance learning
○ Amplify is developing additional supports for distance
learning and guidance for families with and without
technology at home

What Students Think About Amplify!
Question: What was most helpful for your learning?
●
●

●
●
●
●

“Just discussing my ideas and receiving new ideas from my friends during the
conversation helped me learn.” - 6th Grade Student
“I really liked the simulation, because it allowed me to see, and give me a visual of how
force and collisions worked. I also really like the analyze button, because I could see
things slower, and it helped me to understand what was happening.” - 8th Grade Student
“Doing hands on labs. When I do things that are hands on, I remember what I did.” - 7th
Grade Student
“Everything in the book was equally as helpful. The activities are fun, but just as helpful.”
-7th Grade Student
“It was helpful because it was fun, but you still learned.” - 6th Grade Student
“The talking and discussion helped me understand more.” -6th Grade Student

Playing the
ocean currents
game

Participating in the
science seminar

Building proteins

Sorting macroscopic
and microscopic
items by size

Amplify Science
100% Recommended by the Pilot Team!
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